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impossible to achieve!). With the exception of a fundamental constant, the true value
is considered unknowable. An error can be due to random or systematic effects, and
an error of unknown size is a source of uncertainty.

Random errors
There are always random errors present due to the way any instrument works, the
way it is used or changes in the external conditions. The same measurement will
give different values each time it is measured. The effect of this type of error can be
reduced by taking repeat measurements and then averaging or by drawing a graph.
Random errors produce scatter of the points around the line of best fit (Figure 10).

Water depth/cm

Figure 10

Knowledge check 25
State three possible
sources of random
error in an experiment

e

Random errors will give rise to an uncertainty in the measurement you have taken. It
is important to be able to estimate the uncertainty in a measurement so that its effect
can be taken into consideration when drawing conclusions about experimental results.

Wave speed/cm s–1

Content Guidance

Systematic errors

pl

A systematic error produces a measurement that is consistently too large or too
small by the same amount. This could be caused by recording the wrong unit, poor
technique (e.g. systematically reading off from a scale at an angle, causing parallax
error), failure to check for zero error, or incorrect calibration of the instrument.

Zero error

m

A zero error occurs when the measuring instrument is not set on zero accurately. The
zero error should be subtracted or added to each measured reading to give the true
value (Figure 11).
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(a) No zero error

(b) Positive zero error
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Before an instrument
is used to make a
measurement, it is
important to check
for zero error This
is an example of a
systematic error,
which will cause a
constant error in all the
readings

(c) Negative zero error

Sometimes a systematic error is not apparent from the measurements. Another
advantage of drawing a graph is that it can indicate whether there is a systematic error
and enable you to make allowance for it (Figure 12).
Velocity/ms−1

Exam tip

Best-fit line

Best-fit line is
shifted due to
systematic error

Knowledge check 26
The thickness of
a sheet of glass
is measured to be
086 mm using the
micrometer shown in
Figure 11(b) What is
the actual thickness of
the glass?

Time/s

Figure 12
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Practical skills
A systematic error will be seen on a graph by the line of best fit being shifted up or
down the y-axis because each measurement is larger or smaller than the true value by
the same amount. A systematic error does not affect the gradient of the line of best fit
but simply alters the y-intercept.

Accuracy and precision
A measured value is considered to be accurate if it is judged to be close to the true
value. Any actual measurement will always be subject to random and systematic errors.
The term precision denotes the consistency between values obtained by repeated
measurements — a measurement is precise if the values ‘cluster’ together. Precision is
influenced only by random errors. We can try to ascertain and quantify these errors,
i.e. estimate the uncertainty in our value. Precise results would show little scatter
around the line of best fit on a graph but might have a systematic error, making them
inaccurate. Accuracy and precision are summarised in Figure 13.

e

Knowledge check 27

Explain the difference
between accuracy and
precision
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(a)

Knowledge check 28

(b)

Precise
Not accurate

Not precise
Accurate

m

Not precise
Not accurate

Systematic error

Random error

sa

Random and
systematic error

The magnetic field
strength of the Earth at
a point on the Earth’s
surface was measured
fi ve times and gave
the following values:
50 mT, 48 mT, 46 mT,
52 mT, 62 mT The true
value of the magnetic
field strength at this
point was known to be
51 mT Comment on the
precision of these data

Precise
Accurate

Little random or
systematic error

Figure 13

Uncertainties

Every measurement has an inherent uncertainty due to the resolution of the
instrument, manufacturing error, the way the instrument is used (human error!) or
the design of the experiment.

2

1
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V

An uncertainty for a single reading, or repeated readings that are the same, will be at
least half the resolution of the instrument. For repeated readings that are different,
the uncertainty can be taken as being half the range of the readings.

Figure 14

As a general guide, the uncertainty of a reading is at least ±0.5 of the resolution. A
reading is a value found from a single judgement, e.g. thermometer, Geiger counter, toppan balance, measuring cylinder, or ruler with a zero end. For such ‘analogue’ devices, it
may be possible to interpolate to the nearest half a division on the scale (Figure 14).
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Content Guidance
The uncertainty of a measurement is at least ±1 of the resolution. A measurement
requires the value to be taken from two readings or judgements, e.g. non-zero-ended
ruler (the start and the end readings), stopwatch (start and stop) or extension of a
spring (original and final lengths).

Worked example
Estimate the uncertainty in a length measurement of 122 mm made using the ruler
shown in Figure 15, and write down how the length should be recorded.
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When using an
analogue instrument,
always try to
interpolate between
whole divisions, eg to
the nearest 05 mm on
a ruler or to 01 degrees
for a thermometer
calibrated in degrees

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

Exam tip
In exam papers, values
will often be stated
together with the
absolute uncertainty,
eg ‘a wire has a
diameter of 187 mm
± 001 mm’ The
uncertainty should be
quoted to be the same
number of decimal
places as the reading

e

Figure 15

Answer

The smallest division on the ruler is 1 mm. Therefore, the uncertainty in each
reading is ½ × 1 mm = 0.5 mm.

Length = 122 mm ± 1 mm.

pl

But as we are taking readings at each end, we are making two judgements. So the
total uncertainty in this measurement of length would be ±(2 × 0.5 mm) = ±1 mm.

m

Other factors affecting the uncertainty in a
measurement

sa

The general guidelines above give the smallest uncertainty in a measurement or
reading. Often the resolution of the instrument is not the limiting factor, and the
way the instrument is used can lead to larger uncertainties. The instrument’s
resolution allows us to assess the minimum possible uncertainty. You need to make an
assessment of the other factors, such as the set-up and use of the apparatus, and take
these into account.
In experiments, you will often be timing events or measuring the length of something.
The following examples should help you understand how the uncertainties involved
are actually much larger than those due to the resolution of the stopclock or ruler.
A stopwatch typically has a resolution of 0.01 s, but the reaction time of the person
using it is likely to be no quicker than 0.1 s or 0.2 s. You should record the full reading
on the stopwatch (e.g. 18.62 s) and reduce this to a more appropriate number of
significant figures at a later stage, e.g. after averaging readings.
If you are measuring the length of a piece of an unstretched elastic band, it is difficult
to place the elastic completely straight against the ruler. This could lead to an
uncertainty of ±2 or ±3 mm.
The uncertainty of the reading from digital voltmeters and ammeters depends on
the tolerance quoted by the manufacturer (which may be considerable). If this is not
known, then the reading should usually be stated to ±1 of the last digit when quoting
the value and the uncertainty.
24

Exam tip

Knowledge check 29
What is meant by
the resolution of an
instrument?

Exam tip
Always write down the
full reading and then,
if necessary, round
to fewer significant
figures when the
uncertainty has been
estimated

Knowledge check 30
A 100 Ω resistor has
a tolerance of 5%
Calculate the minimum
and maximum values it
could have
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Practical skills
Worked example
Estimate the uncertainty in the reading of potential difference shown in Figure 16, and
state how you would record the value of the pd. The dial is set on the 20 V dc scale.
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Figure 16
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Answer

The uncertainty will be ± the smallest division shown on the meter = ±0.01 V.
The reading is therefore 19.16 V ± 0.01 V.

The manufacturing tolerance is not stated, so by quoting the uncertainty to ± the
smallest division, we are making a best possible estimate.

sa

Percentage uncertainties

It is useful to be able to quote uncertainties as percentages. This also enables
uncertainties to be combined easily.
percentage uncertainty =

uncertainty
× 100%
value

Worked example

Exam tip

The digital voltmeter shown in Figure 16 is being used to measure the pd across a
lamp. Estimate the percentage uncertainty in this reading.

The manufacturer’s
tolerance will almost
certainly be much
greater than 005%, and
for many digital meters
it can be as much as 5%
or even 10%

Answer
The uncertainty will be ± the smallest division shown on the meter = ±0.01 V.
The reading is therefore 19.16 V ± 0.01 V.
Estimated percentage uncertainty = (0.01 V/19.16 V) × 100% = 0.05%
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Questions & Answers

Question 11

pl

e

Figure 3 shows an oscilloscope trace of a sound wave. The signal has a frequency
of 2.5 kHz and a peak voltage of 500 mV.

Figure 3

e

m

(a) What are the time base and voltage settings on the oscilloscope?

(3 marks)

You are expected to be familiar with the use of an oscilloscope.

(b) The speed of sound is 330 m s−1. What is the wavelength of this sound wave?
(c) (A-level only) Determine the root mean square voltage displayed on the
oscilloscope.

sa



(1 mark)
(2 marks)
Total: 6 marks

Student answer

(a) T = 1/f = 1/(2500 s−1) = 4.00 × 10 −4 s ✓ = 400 µs
T = time for one wavelength = four divisions ⇒ time base = 100 µs/div ✓

Vpeak = 500 mV = 2.5 divisions ⇒ voltage setting = 500 mV/2.5 div = 200 mV/div ✓

e

To get full marks, you would be expected to express the time base in realistic
units — either (preferably) µs/div or ms/div and not 10 −4 s/div.
(b) c = fλ ⇒ λ = c/f = 330 m s−1/2500 s−1 = 0.132 m (or 13 cm) ✓
V
(c) Vrms = Peak ✓ ⇒ Vrms = 500mV = 350mV ✓
2
2
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Structured questions

Question 12
A student is investigating the resistance R of conductive modelling putty,
which was shaped into a cylinder of length l. She suggests that the relationship
between the resistivity ρ of the putty with volume V is given by: ρ = RV
l2
2
The student decides to plot a graph with R on the y-axis and l on the x-axis.
(a) Explain why this is a sensible decision.

(1 mark)

R/Ω

(b) The student obtained the graph shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4

(i) Draw a line of best fit and determine the gradient of this line.
(ii) Determine the uncertainty in your value of gradient. Use an appropriate
number of significant figures in your answer.

(6 marks)

of putty in the experiment. Calculate the resistivity

sa

(c) The student used
of the putty.	

26.8 cm3



(3 marks)
Total: 10 marks

Student answer

(a) This will produce a straight-line graph with gradient ρ /V. ✓
(600 – 0)Ω = 0.97 Ω cm–2
(b) (i) gradient =
✓✓
(620 – 0)cm2

e

Note that a mark is given for drawing a large triangle.
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Questions & Answers

R/W

(ii) Draw two lines as shown, and calculate their gradients. This will
provide the maximum and minimum likely gradient. ✓✓
600
Steepest gradient =

575 – 20

Best fit

580 – 24
= 1.00 W cm−2
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Shallowest = 460 – 70
gradient
480 – 60
= 0.93 W cm−2

Figure 5

The uncertainty is half the difference between these two values.
In this case, ½(1.00 − 0.93) Ω cm−2 = 0.035. ✓

m

Uncertainty in gradient = ±0.04 ✓
(c) gradient = ρ/V ⇒ ρ = gradient × V ✓

ρ = 9.7 × 10 3 Ω m−2 × 26.8 × 10 −6 m3 = 0.26 Ω m ✓✓

e

Watch the units. It is probably best to convert the gradient and volume to
metres before doing the final calculation.

sa

Question 13

A student is investigating the properties of a spring. He finds that a mass of 300 g
suspended from the spring causes it to extend by 120 mm. When he pulls the
mass down a small distance and releases it, he times 20 oscillations in 14.12 s
using a digital stopwatch.
(a) Use these data to determine two values for the spring constant k of the spring.
(b) Show that the unit

N m−1

is equivalent to

kg s−2.

(4 marks)
(1 mark)

(c) Calculate the percentage difference between your two values and discuss
which value is likely to have the greater uncertainty.

(4 marks)

(d) Explain why it is important to pull the mass down only a small distance.

(2 marks)



Total: 11 marks
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Structured questions
Student answer
(a) From F = kx ⇒ k = F/x = (0.300 kg × 9.8 N kg−1)/0.120 m ✓ = 24.5 N m−1 ✓
2
2
From T = 2c m ⇒ k = 4π m = 4π × 0.300kg ✓ = 23.8 kg s−2 ✓
k
(0.706s)2
T2

e

Marks are often lost by either not squaring π or by forgetting to divide the time
by the number of oscillations to find T.

e

(b) N m−1 = (kg m s−2) × m−1 = kg s−2 ✓
(c) percentage difference = 24.5 – 23.8 × 100% = 3% ✓
24.2
The uncertainty in measuring the extension is likely to be 2 mm at the most,
giving a percentage uncertainty of (2 mm/120 mm) × 100% = 1.7%. ✓

pl

Although the time is recorded to 0.01 s, in reality, the uncertainty is
governed by human reaction time, say 0.1 s, giving a percentage uncertainty
in T of (0.1 s/14.12 s) × 100% = 0.7%. ✓
The percentage uncertainty in T 2 will therefore be 2 × 0.7% = 1.4%. ✓

It would therefore appear that the two methods are comparable in terms of
uncertainty.

m

e It is important that you can make sensible estimations of uncertainties. A
common mistake here would be to quote the uncertainty in the timing as 0.01 s,
when reaction time is likely to be 0.1 s. Remember, the percentage uncertainty
is doubled if the quantity is squared and the average value should be used in
the denominator when determining the percentage difference between two
experimental values.

sa

(d) For SHM, the acceleration and, therefore, the force must be proportional to the
displacement. ✓ The spring should be given a small displacement to ensure
that it oscillates within the Hooke’s law region, so that force ∝ displacement. ✓

Question 14

Figure 5 shows an arrangement that a student sets up for investigating the
acceleration of a glider on a tilted air track. For clarity, the lamps illuminating
the light gates have been omitted.
Air
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Figure 5
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